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2.1 Introduction

2.2 PYAS System Requirements



Requirement Minimum Target

Table 1: List of relevant requirements for the HEROES PYAS

2.3 PYAS System Overview



Figure 1 Diagram of the PYAS optics for a single PYAS system
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Figure 2 Fiducial Pattern. Diagram shows outline of the fiducial plate in red, with the pattern itself 
marked in black.

Figure 3 Example of a typical PYAS frame



2.4 PYAS Images



Figure 4 Fiducial Spacing. Fiducial spacing along a row is shown here. Subsequent entries along a 
row are spaced vertically by a fixed distance b. Horizontal spacing starts at distance a near the center 
of the screen and increases by c for each subsequent column



Figure 5 Examples of disturbances in PYAS image. (Left) Bright spot at the edge of the fiducial plate, 
probably due to light leaking through the baffle. (Right) Bright spots which are likely scratches on 
the fiducial plate.

2.5 PYAS Imager



Camera Parameters

Table 2: PYAS Camera parameters



SBC

Storage

Table 3 Summary of relevant SAS computer specs.

2.6 PYAS Assumptions 



Assumption

Table 4 PYAS Flight Assumptions







3.1 Introduction

3.2 Sun Sensors







Figure 6 Effective layout of the RHESSI SAS CCD detectors
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Table 5 Summary of sun sensors FOV, accuracy, and cadence

3.3 Existing Algorithms
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Figure 7 Illustration of Template matching. Top left is an example image with three circles. Top 
Center is an example of a simple template, top right is an optimized matching filter. Bottom left is the 
correlation from a simple template, bottom center is the correlation from the optimized filter, and 
bottom right shows the centers found with the matched filtering approach marked on the original 
screen.





Figure 8 Hough Transform for circles. At left is a sample image with three edge pixels on a circle of 
radius 10. Center shows the accumulator for r=10, with the contribution from each edge pixel color-
coded. Right shows the same accumulator in monochrome. The white pixel at the center is the peak 
in value, and corresponds to the likely center of the circle.
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Refinement Accuracy (pixels) Fiducial Shape

Table 6 Summary of fiducial finding methods covered





3.4 Summary





4.1 Algorithm Structure

Stage Input (space) Output (space)

Table 7 PYAS Algorithm Stages



4.2 Locating the Sun



  
Figure 9 Effective chord placement in RHESSI (left) versus HEROES (right)



Conditions for a valid chord (ideal)

Table 8 Ideal criteria for a valid chord through the sun





1. Input: past_ROI_location, current_frame, K, N  
2. robust_max = 99th percentile of pixel values of current_frame.
3. Robust_min = 1st percentile of pixel values of current_frame
4. threshold = K% of robust_max
5. if past_frame produced valid solution

chords = N rows and N columns evenly across past_ROI_location in current_frame
else

chords = N rows and N columns spaced evenly across entire current_frame
6. for each chord in chords

a. for each pixel in chord
if current_pixel > threshold AND past_pixel < threshold

edges <- current_pixel_index
     if current_pixel < threshold AND past_pixel > threshold
      edges <- -1*past_pixel_index

b. for each edge in edges 
     if |current_edge| – |past_edge| < fiducial_length
       remove current_edge and past_edge from edges

c. if number of elements in edges is 2 AND first_edge > 0 AND last_edge < 0
    for each edge
     nbhd = pixels before and after pixel at edge
     line = fit line to neighborhood

limb = index where line(index) equals threshold
     if chord was row

row_limbs <- limb
else chord was column



  col_limbs <- limb

7. sun_center =  [(average of col_limbs) (average of row_limbs)] 
8. sun_error = [(std dev of col_limbs) (std dev of row_limbs)]
9. ROI = 255 pixel square centered around sun_center
10. Output: sun_center, sun_error, ROI, robust_max, robust_min

robust_min robust_max sun_error

sun_error

Error Case Explanation
robust_max – robust_min < range_threshold
size( col_limbs ) < 2 

OR
size( row_limbs ) < 2
sun_error < error_limit

Table 9 Error checks after the sun-finding stage of the PYAS algorithm



4.3 Locating Fiducials





K1 K2

NBHD_SIZE

1. Input: ROI, robust_max, K1, K2, NBHD_SIZE
2. for each pixel in ROI

if pixel_value > robust_max
pixel_value = robust_max

3. mean = mean of ROI pixel values
4. std = standard deviation of pixel values
5. threshold = mean + K1*std
6. load stored fiducial_template
7. convolve ROI with fiducial_template -> response
8. for each response_pixel in response

if response_pixel_value > threshold
if response_pixel_value is a local max

for each fiducial_pixel in fiducials
      if fiducial_pixel - response_pixel < fiducial_length
       if response_pixel_value > fiducial_value
        fiducial_pixel = fiducial_value
       else
        skip to next response_pixel
      else
       add response_pixel to fiducials

9. if number of fiducials > 12
sort fiducials by value
keep 12 with highest response value

10. threshold = mean + K2*std
11. for each fiducial_pixel in fiducials

nbhd = subimage of response with size NBHD_SIZE centered on fiducial_pixel
refine = centroid of pixel in nbhd with value > threshold
fiducial_pixel = fiducial_pixel + refine

12. Output: fiducials



4.4 Identifying Fiducials  





fixed_spacing

id_spacings

tol

1. Input: fiducials, tol, fixed_spacing, id_spacings
2. all_pairs = list of all pairs of fiducials 
3. for each pair in all_pairs

if (row_spacing(pair) – fixed_spacing) < tol
  add pair to col_pairs

if (col_spacing(pair) – fixed_spacing) < tol
  add pair to row_pairs

4. for each pair in row_pairs
for each row_id_spacing in id_spacings

if (row_spacing(pair) – row_id_spacing) < tol
  for each member in pair
   add row_id to member_row_ids

5. for each fiducial
if mode(member_row_ids) is unique

fiducial_id_row = mode(member_row_ids)
else

fiducial_id_row = unknown
6. Repeat 4 and 5 for columns
7. for each pair in row_pairs

for each member in pair
if member_id_col is unknown

  if other_member_id_col is known
   member_col_ids <- other_member_id_col

8. for each fiducial
if fiducial_id_col is unknown

if mode(fiducial_col_ids) is unique
  fiducial_id_col = mode(fiducial_col_ids)

9. Repeat 7,8 for columns
10. for each fiducial in fiducials

if fiducial_id_row is unknown or fiducial_id_col is unknown
remove fiducial from fiducials

11. Output: fiducials, fiducial_ids 



4.5 Mapping to Screen



1. Inputs: fiducials, fiducial_ids, screen_locations, sun_center
2. screen_fiducials = screen_locations(fiducial_ids)

3. for each axis in [row, column]
mappings_axis = linear_fit(fiducials, screen_fiducials)
screen_center_axis = mapping_axis(center_axis) 

4. Output: mappings, screen_center

screen_center

4.6 Summary 



5.1 Introduction



5.2 Synthetic Data

Parameter Value

Table 10 Parameters for synthetic sun test images

Figure 10 Cropped PYAS image from sun test data (left). Synthetic sun image used in testing (right)



Parameter Value

Table 11 Parameters for test of performance vs number of chords



Figure 11 Performance vs. number of chords. Error shown is 3sigma of error values for each 
parameter value.

Parameter Value

Table 12 Parameters for test of chord finding vs noise



Figure 12 Plots of error and percentage of dropped chords vs. noise level. Noise level is measured in 
bits in the intensity, and chords are dropped when they fail to meet the criteria outlined in Chapter 4



Figure 13 Test image containing fiducial markers

Parameter Value

Table 13 Parameters for test of sun-detection in the presence of fiducial markers



Figure 14 Histogram of error levels for trials in the test of chord-based sun-detection in the presence 
of fiducial markers. Almost all tests fell within the 10 arcseconds requirement.



Figure 15 Example of a fiducial test image, and the corresponding correlation image



No Refinement Centroid 
(FLIGHT)

Centroid
(Improved)

Table 14 Performance of various fiducial location methods. Flight method is marked (FLIGHT), and 
an improvement which accounts for some of the systematic error is given as (Improved)

Figure 16 At left, true fiducial locations are shown in black, all corresponding to the same integer 
pixel location. Attempts to refine fiducial location to sub-pixel are shown in red. Clearly there is 
systematic error present. At right, the same is shown for a single point.



Figure 17 Same as figure 16, but with an improvement on the method used on flight.

5.3 Test Data





Figure 18 Spread of fiducial locations from a test of the PYAS system

Figure 19 Fiducial location from a ground test, in a single dimension, plotted as a time series



Variance

Table 15 Measured noise values for parameters in the image registration stage
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5.4 Summary and Flight Performance



Requirement Minimum Target Verification Result

Table 16 Summary of algorithm requirements and measured performance



 



6.1 Ground Processing 



Stage Input (space) Output (space)

Table 17 Steps for a possible improved PYAS algorithm



6.2 Hardware
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